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Foreword: From the Mobile Revolution to 
Mobile Innovation

In my last eBook I chronicled the mobile revolution, and how mobile has forever 
changed our markets. Now, through this eBook, I am focused on how mobile can 
innovate our brands—and forever change our businesses.

Through my speeches, articles and videos, I’ve connected many dots and ignited 
numerous “light bulb” moments for marketers. Throughout this journey, I’ve 
argued the stunning business case of mobile technologies, illuminated the 
remarkable mobile opportunities for B2B companies, developed a set of B2C and 
B2B strategies for increasing brand engagement through mobile, and provided 
guidance galore on mobile-marketing techniques, tools and tactics. 

One could say I’ve sliced and diced mobile from every single angle. Still, there 
exists a story that needs to be told. A story that is chief among them all—because 
it is a story focused on the most important part, product and process of business. 

It is a story of Innovation. 

Specifically, it is the story of Innovation through Mobile: how marketers can 
wield mobile to innovate brands, transform their businesses, and leapfrog the 
competition. 

http://allthingsck.com/mobile-revolution-ebook
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It is important to point out is that this is not a story of mobile—it is a story of how mobile enables innovation.  This is 
a story that gives answers; but its intent is to focus marketers on asking the right questions. In the right order.  And 
while this story highlights many instances of innovation… my goal is to inspire more innovation from more of today’s 
marketers.

The examples in this paper draw from consumer brands as, to date, they have been more aggressive with mobile—but 
all innovation strategies featured are equally applicable to both B2B and B2C companies.

Mobile, at once, provides us spectacular opportunities to innovate our brands and profoundly impact many areas 
within our businesses. But in order to leverage mobile to its fullest potential, marketers must think on a grander scale, 
act much more quickly than they have with past media, and answer the most important question of them all:

Mobile: The Innovation Moment 
We are witnessing nothing short of a sweeping, global phenomenon play out before our very eyes. An extraordinary 
media called mobile has set the world a blaze through anytime-anywhere communications and placed unbelievable 
power into the palms of our hands. Through an unprecedented, 
unrelenting growth tear, mobile is currently clocking  six billion 
mobile subscriptions worldwide—with Earth now home to more 
mobile-connected devices than the number of human beings 
inhabiting it. 

Thanks to mobile, people can now be connected every minute of 
every day to everyone—everywhere. (And soon enough, through 
“The Internet of Things” all things will be connected as well). Because of 
mobile, people are now more empowered, more efficient and far more 
savvy in every single facet of their lives. Ironically, it’s not so much that our 
smartphones are smart… it’s that these devices make us much smarter 
due to constant connectivity to others, contextual relevance in our 
content, and having one device converge all the tools necessary for 
streamlining all of our activities.

We no longer simply wait in line at the drug store, subway or airport 
terminal—through mobile we turn all “downtime” periods into “me 
time” opportunities to text, tweet, search the Web, send email, consume 
content, play with apps, and call our workmates. We no longer wonder 
if a fact is true, or if a product is truly the best price available, we validate 

How will you wield mobile to be your innovation moment?

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/facts/2011/material/ICTFactsFigures2011.pdf
http://mashable.com/2012/02/14/more-smartphones-than-humans/
http://allthingsck.com/the-smart-revolution-ebook
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everything—instantly—on our mobiles. We no longer rely on foggy memories, as apps remind us to take our 
medicine, alert us to water our plants, and remember for us the name of that familiar song playing in the background. 
And we most certainly no longer trust our guts, as GPS successfully gets us from point A to point B (and mitigates 
many a headache by navigating us around heavy traffic routes).

Our mobile devices are the first thing we reach for in the morning. 
They are the last thing we check before we go to bed. And in-between 
wake and sleep they are the one thing that we, on average, check 
150 times every day.  When they are not our first-screen 
productivity tools, they are our second-screen companions when 
watching TV. When we are not buying goods on them directly, 
they are our trusted shopping assistants. Quickly morphing into a 
veritable remote control of our lives, we can no longer effectively 
conduct any activities—across the way we live, work, communicate and 
purchase—when we’re deprived of our mobile lifelines. 

Make no mistake. We are a planet that is enthralled with, mystified by, and absolutely, positively manic over our mobile 
media. Without rival, with nary even a close contender, mobile has rightly and categorically claimed its heavyweight 
title: Master of All Media, of All Time. 

Yet, still, we are catching but a glimpse of how profoundly mobile will transform entire societies, stimulate developing 
economies, and invigorate scores of industries. A revolution is afoot, but marketers must be this era’s revolutionaries. 
Because mobile, while remarkable and transformative, is still just the technology… the innovation lies in how 
companies wield this incredible media to break new ground, build new profit centers, develop enriching experiences, 
solve problems on scales both large and small, and better serve their target markets.

Mobile is an innovative media—but it is marketers who must be the innovators of the mobile revolution.

Indeed, mobile is an innovative technology. But innovation occurs only when marketers wield mobile to transform 
their brands, revolutionize their businesses, and leapfrog the competition. To be sure, emerging technologies disrupt 
and dismantle industries — as with the rise of the Internet and the advent of social media. But equally important, 
innovative uses of this breakthrough media serve to build and bolster new businesses. 

Said another way, disruption is what happens to businesses; innovation is what marketers make happen within their 
companies. 

The importance of innovation cannot be overstated. 

Sitting atop the highest perch of business, innovation is the single most important part, product and process of 
business. Innovation is how companies are created, transformed, evolved, reinvented, rejuvenated, reengineered, and, 
yes, rebooted. Far from an option, innovation is an imperative, as it drives real business growth while providing the 
only real insurance a company has against obsolescence. 

http://metro.co.uk/2011/02/18/we-look-at-our-mobile-phone-150-times-a-day-and-other-amazing-facts-639811/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_screen
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For the innovators, rewards are both plentiful and profound. Innovation is how business wars are won, captains of 
industry are crowned, and new industries are divined. For the bystanders, however, we’ve seen the cautionary tales 
play out, in real time, far too often. The blistering headlines, the industry bailouts, the rock-bottom buyouts of once-
venerated companies who, due to legacy, inertia, arrogance, or myopia, didn’t change with the times—and went  from  
innovators to irrelevance in all but a New York minute.

This proffers a critical principle for marketers: We commit to innovate 
or we choose to stagnate. The key, as evidenced in every single success 
story to date, is to innovate—and to do so faster, and far better, than 
competitors.  

Mobile frees marketers from the constraints that have forever 
impeded innovation.

For marketers, mobile doesn’t only herald a new technology; it 
represents an entirely new reality. Where the old reality was fraught with 
limits, lines of demarcation, constraints, and restrictions; mobile’s new 
reality is utterly devoid of them. 

Marketers are no longer constrained by different media used in different 
regions—as the world is now united through a global set of media. 
Marketers are no longer restricted by time, because they don’t have to 
wait for audiences to turn on a computer, or check in with their social 
networks, as mobile provides “always-on” immediacy. 

Marketers are no longer befuddled by best guesses as to the context 
in which their markets will see and act upon their messages, because 
mobile enables contextual relevancy across where (location), when 
(time) and what (content) their audiences need…. at the exact times and 
places they are needed. And marketers are no longer split between one 
media for marketing their offerings, and another for purchasing them, 
as their audiences now carry a sales channel, replete with a payment 
mechanism, everywhere they go—24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 
shopping days a year.

Mobile is at the center of customers’ lives—now brands can be  
at the center of their experiences. 

Marketers have always aspired for their brands to be at the center of their 
customers’ lives; mobile now places that dream well within grasp. Where 
technology was once a smattering of separate devices for separate 
activities, now there is true convergence. Where media consumption 
was once a stationary activity, now it moves with our every move. Where 

Wielding mobile to innovate the overall value that 
brands provide to their target audiences—and as a 

means through which to reposition brands into 
bigger, broader market positions

INNOVATION 
through Mobile

Innovating Brand Engagement through Mobile: 

Innovating Product O�erings through Mobile:

Innovating Customer Experiences through Mobile:

Innovation Strategy #1

Innovating Sales Channels through Mobile:
Innovation Strategy #2

Innovation Strategy #3

Innovation Strategy #4

Innovating Value Propositions through Mobile:
Innovation Strategy #5

Mobile enables innovation across the entire 
marketing ecosystem:

Wielding mobile to innovate the ways and the 
reasons that audiences engage with brands

Wielding mobile as a channel to sell and up-sell 
product o�erings; as a virtual sales facilitator; and 

as a means to transform existing places and 
activities into entirely new sales channels

Wielding mobile to energize existing product 
o�erings, and to create entirely new products, 

services, and solutions

Wielding mobile to innovate the customer 
experience through streamlining customer 

interactions; removing friction from customer- 
centric processes; and deepening the overall 

brand experience
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there was once the physical world and the virtual world—now 
worlds are bridged through mobile augmented reality and the air all 
around us becomes a thrilling new marketing channel.  

And where marketers were once limited to a finite set of touch 
points that designated the times, places, and activities where they 
could reach their audiences…. now mobile transforms every place, 
every time, and every activity into an opportune point at which to 
touch our audiences with meaningful messages and provide them 
newfound value in return for their interactions. 

Mobile’s game-changing technologies provide ripe 
opportunities to leapfrog competitors.

The most fruitful strategies are born from innovation because innovation isn’t an exercise in producing incremental 
improvements to the bottom line; it’s a commitment to driving quantum leaps for the overall business. When focused 
on innovation, companies aren’t seeking to merely best competitors at the same game—they are focused on 
changing the game altogether by leapfrogging them.

And leap we must. 

While the opportunity for innovation is wide open, the window for competitive advantage is not. Where it took ten 
years for the Internet to hit critical mass just in the developed world, mobile not only marked that achievement in half 
the time… it did so on a global scale across both developed and developing economies. As too many long-standing 
companies have learned the hard way—in losing their market dominance to savvy competitors and scrappy startups 
who were quicker to innovate—technology is friend; but time can be foe. 

Mobile is your moment to innovate your entire marketing ecosystem.

Due to its vast range of sophisticated capabilities, complex technologies and robust tools, mobile is the one media 
that serves as a catalyst for innovation across the entire marketing ecosystem. Through mobile—and only through 
mobile due to its totality of attributes—marketers can transform the full spectrum of how their companies:

•	 bolster brand engagement;
•	 initiate new sales channels;
•	 energize product offerings;
•	 improve customer experience;
•	 and embolden value propositions.

But the first step is paramount. If we want to change our companies through mobile, we must change the core 
question we’re asking of this media. We must stop asking how we can integrate mobile into our marketing until after 
we have fully and thoroughly answered the bigger question—of how we can innovate our marketing through mobile.

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/427787/are-smart-phones-spreading-faster-than-any/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/427787/are-smart-phones-spreading-faster-than-any/
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The goal is innovation. The strategy is mobile. The moment is yours.

There has never been a better time, a stronger business case, or a more remarkable media than mobile through 
which to transform your brands, revolutionize your businesses, and leapfrog the competition.  Now is your moment 
marketers—a rare and precious opportunity to innovate your brands through the most defining media of your 
lifetime. 

Let’s make the most of it.

Innovation through Mobile: 
5 Innovation Strategies
Now that we have underscored that innovation is the single most important part, product and process of business—
and that mobile provides more ways to innovate than any media preceding it—the question becomes one of how we 
do so. 

Specifically, how can marketers innovate through mobile… which strategies can they wield to energize and 
elevate their brands through mobile… and what areas of their businesses can they impact through mobile?

A catalyst for innovation across the entire marketing ecosystem—mobile can be leveraged to transform how 
companies position their brands; sell their brands; create new brands; engage audiences around their brands; and 
improve the entire brand experience. 

Marketers can wield one, a combination, or all five of the following innovation strategies.

The battle for audience attention has escalated into an all-out war by today’s marketers—and target audiences 
are the victims.  TV advertisements literally scream at us, (and are 30% louder than the actual TV show), while 
the TV programs themselves are packed with product placements.  Our online social networks connect us to 

our friends while simultaneously connecting us to more marketing messages. Popular websites bombard our 
computer screens with banner ads, while a battery of pop-up surveys place a formidable barrier between us and the 
content we seek. Our mailboxes are overflowing with junk mail… but that’s nothing compared to the advertising 
assault happening within our email inboxes. 

And another month begins, and this vicious cycle starts anew, and the war for audience attention rages on and on. But 
does this endless barrage of marketing salvos truly increase engagement? More to the point—in this cacophony of 
companies competing to out-shout one another—where, oh where, is the innovation?

Innovation Strategy #1: 
Innovating BRAND ENGAGEMENT through Mobile
Wielding mobile to innovate the ways and the reasons that audiences engage with brands


